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C. Julius Zoilos had an extraordinary career, from slave at Rome to city magnate  in his home 

town of Aphrodisias  in Caria - a career that has recently been brought into sharp focus by 

discoveries at the site of his native city (Aphrodisias is in SW Turkey). Mentioned by no surviving 

ancient author and known only from excavated  texts and images,  Zoilos is a purely  

archaeological figure,  one  of  the  thousands  of  local  also-rans,  who  never managed  to 

break surface in the ancient literary  tradition.  The bones of his extraordinary life can be 

assembled  from  public inscriptions, and flesh can be added to them from the frieze of his 

mausoleum.  These  sculptured  marbles  present  a series  of ideologically charged snap-shots of 

his brilliant career. 

Slave to saviour 

The young Zoilos, taken captive in Asia, it seems, sometime in the troubled  years of the mid 

first century B.C.,  was sold as a slave into the household of Julius Caesar, the uncle of Octavian 

in whose service  we first meet him. Zoilos  is already  back at Aphrodisias  when we first 

encounter  him, in the early 30s B.c., proclaimed as Octavian's freedman and friend. He was the 

major force in town in this period, acting as Octavian's personal agent in the area. He had 

probably returned from Rome in time to fight for his city in 41B.c. against the renegade general 

Labienus, who invaded   Roman  Asia  at  this  time  with  the  support  of  the Parthians. This  

was  an  act  of  heroic  loyalty  for  which  the Aphrodisians received from the Roman Senate 

great rewards - the autonomy and tax-free status which contributed so much to their city's 

future prosperity. 

Zoilos, like any self-respecting city magnate, set about grand marble building projects. He built a 

new stage facade for the theatre,  a new temple of Aphrodite,  and a double  stoa for the agora.  

He  also  occupied   senior  priesthoods   and  prestigious offices, and received public statues from 

a grateful council and people. In the lintel dedication of the new temple, he is styled in the 

extravagant language of the period as 'The saviour and bene factor of his homeland'. He also 

received an elaborate tomb with a large marble frieze. 

The frieze: early errors 

Some of the panels  of Zoilos'  frieze,  with fine lifesize  figures, were discovered by villagers at 

the site of Aphrodisias  in 1956. A preliminary publication dated them confidently ·to the 

Hadrianic  period - a date soon proved wrong by more  than a century.  Inscriptions  found  

later   showed   conclusively  that Zoilos belonged rather in the late Republic. More parts of the 

monument  were  discovered  during  later excavations,  and the frieze was eventually  set up in 

the museum at the site in 1979, in a sequence  based on aesthetic principles of its composition. 

This too has turned out to be wrong. 

Tiny numbers 

Recent study has found that the reliefs in fact carry tiny mason's marks, previously undetected, 

that number the sequence of joining panels. They are small Greek letters engraved  on the back 

ground of each relief at mid-height near the edge, arranged in a common  numbering system  

(alpha-alpha, beta-beta,  gamma gamma, etc.), and were used by the builders to make sure 

the relief panels were set up on the tomb in the right order. Study of these mason's marks and 



of construction  details has shown that the frieze decorated a square building with the frieze 

running round all four sides. We should imagine a columnar mausoleum with a basement storey 

below decorated with the frieze. More than half the whole frieze  survives: one complete side 

and parts of all the others. The new sequence makes much better sense of the narrative,  and it 

has been incorporated in a new restoration of the frieze completed in 1994.  

The frieze carries lifesize figures in high relief carved in the finest technique, each helpfully 

identified by an inscribed label. The various scenes presented an elevated narrative of Zoilos' 

career,  bringing  out its most important  aspects  - Roman  and Greek, military and civilian. It is 

now one of our best examples of Hellenistic civic allegory. 

The main preserved frieze has a simple composition and structure.  There are six figures divided 

into  two equal groups and separated in the middle by a berm. Zoilos himself appears twice, in 

the centre of each group, surrounded  by a variety  of uplifting personifications. The narrative is 

made up of carefully composed  and legible components. The clothes, attributes, and gestures of 

the figures tell a detailed allegorical story waiting to be read. 

Bravery and· Honour 

In the first group, a figure of Andreia (Bravery) stands on the left presenting  a large  shield  to 

Zoilos,  who  at the  same time  is crowned  by a figure of Time (Honour). Time is half-naked  and 

carries a cornucopia (both features were borrowed from her male Roman counterpart,  Honos). 

Andreia  wears a sword-strap and probably also had a helmet on her head: she announces a 

theme of military bravery. Perhaps the vigorous defence of the city against Labienus is alluded to 

here. Another helmet, belonging to Zoilos, was added separately on the low pedestal to the left 

of his feet. The figure of Zoilos wears a carefully articulated Roman toga, which at first sight looks 

like a contradiction: civilian clothes in what  seems  to be a military  context.  But  the main  

aspect  of Zoilos'  curriculum  vitae that the designer  wanted to represent here was his 

acquisition  of Roman citizenship (all freed slaves at Rome became Roman citizens). 

Togas and tails 

In this period in the Greek cities of the East, Roman citizenship was a rare prize won only by a Jew 

great magnates, usually close associates of Roman leaders. The best way of representing this 

distinctive status was the toga, the civilian  dress of the Roman citizen, as opposed to the 

himation or civilian cloak of the Greek citizen. In both life and art, the effect of wearing a toga- a 

bulky, awkward, and impressive  garment- would have been like that today of wearing  (by 

right) a dinner jacket or a morning  coat with tails among  wearers of regular suits and sports 

jackets. In a world where changes and deviations  from normal male costume were extremely  

rare over very long periods,  the effect of something novel like a toga in a Greek city would have 

been very powerful. 

Gesture and Narrative 

The  togate Zoilos  stood facing  directly  out of the relief  at the viewer and held up his right arm 

extending out of the relief,  probably in a gesture of greeting  and salutation.  It is the gesture  a 

commanding orator would make before addressing  the people. Deep beneath this sparse, 

elevated allegory lies a narrative core drawn from real life: a local bigwig receives an honorific 

crown and makes a speech. The iconography  of a benefactor crowned by a personification goes 

back to the classical  period  and re-enacts on an allegorical plane the public crowning of civic 



leaders. Public crowning is the narrative  core of this scene and of the next- a core around 

which other ideas  and themes  are evoked.  

City and People 

In the next scene,  Demos (People)  greets  Zoilos  - they  were shaking  hands - while Zoilos is 

being crowned  (again) with a large wreath by Polis (City). (The large wreath above his head is 

now mostly broken off.) This attractive  pseudo-narrative of crowning  and hand-shaking  was 

adapted from the old classical iconography of democratic city life and civic honours. The quiet 

bearded profile of Demos looks like a stately elder from the Parthenon frieze. He has a careful 

classical styling designed to evoke the great days of demos power in the fifth century B.c. Polis, 

designated  as 'City' by the small mural crown on her head, on the other hand, has an agitated 

drapery style and billowing veil normally  associated  with swift movement  and divine epiphany. 

This is something of a visual paradox, since cities obviously  should  stand still. But legibility  was 

given priority. The figure was in fact simply modelled on a ready-made Aphrodite  type  that  

would  provide  easy  recognition  of  the subject  as a  personification of Aphrodisias. The  

figure reads 'Aphrodite', the mural  crown reads  'City', and together  they read 'City of 

Aphrodite'. The designer was less concerned with the visual contradiction of a swiftly moving 

town than with the recognisability of the personification. 

Dangers of the Long-Distance Ambassadors 

The imposing  figure of Zoilos  standing  between  Demos  and Polis wears a costume unusual for 

this context. He had on a very long  cloak  that reached  down to his feet (now broken)  and a 

round travelling  hat. This  is the costume  of the long-distance traveller  and city ambassador. 

The shape of a sword hilt jutting out underneath the cloak on the chest hints at the dangers of 

long foreign journeys  which  are  often  mentioned  in the honorific descriptions of such  public-

spirited ambassadors. The narrative core of the greeting scene was the arrival or return of 

Zoilos to his native city. His point of departure-Rome-is referred to in the toga of the adjoining 

scene. This idea of travelling and return was so important  to the composition  that a further even 

more striking visual contradiction was permitted. Zoilos is still wearing his travelling hat at the 

same time that Polis was placing a huge wreath on his head. In life and art, the benefactor would 

of course normally take his hat off first.  

Hermes of the gates 

The  berm in the centre  of the frieze  belongs  with Demos and served to localize the greeting 

scene. It is a version of a famous classical  berm called the 'Hermes  of the gates' and here 

should represent the entrance or boundary to the city. From behind the berm protrudes part of 

a large round shield representing the idea of an armed or defended gate. 

The main frieze represents overlapping themes in Zoilos' career, composed  around a simple 

narrative  core. The themes are Zoilos' foreign and domestic roles and his military and civilian 

virtues. We have here a striking  visualization  of how  the great local magnates in the Greek 

cities of this period exercised political  authority  through  the  twin  media  of  old-style  city 

politics and proximity to Roman power. 

From Rome to eternity 

 



Other parts of the frieze added further scenes and themes. To the left of Andreia  around  the 

corner  of the monument  was positioned a relief of a stately  seated Roma, a deliberate  

juxtaposition of Rome and her cardinal virtue - rnilitary courage (Andreia would be the closest 

Greek translation  of Latin Virtus). Other fragments expand on virtues. There are inscribed 

fragments for figures of Arete (Civic Excellence) and Pistis (Loyalty, Trust worthiness). There 

were also more figures of Zoilos himself, in further guises,  as a soldier and in the civilian cloak 

of a Greek citizen. There were also further personifications. A sombre, elderly figure with a 

magnificent  veiled head is labelled Aion (Eternal Time). Probably  he was grouped with a female 

figure inscribed Mneme (Remembrance), which together would represent  rather grandly the 

familiar funerary idea of the Eternal Memory of the deceased.  

The Carlan Underworld: Last Judgement 

Finally the frieze seems to have followed Zoilos' glorious career even into the Underworld.  A 

relief can be reconstructed of an enthroned deity  labelled  Meinos  (Minos,  that  is).  Minos,  

a Cretan  and one of the judges  of Hades, had good connections with  Carla,  and  was probably  

chosen  over  the other  infernal judges  as more likely to give the Carlan Zoilos  a sympathetic 

hearing. We shouldimagine a final scene in which Zoilos was led beforeMinos (probably by 

Hermes) for his final and no doubt favourable judgement. Zoilos stood across an intersection in 

contemporary social and political cultures. He was both a Roman and a Greek; an ex-slave and a 

city magnate; a late Republican adventurer and a pillar of the Augustan new order. His 

monument  allows us to visualize the ideals and aspirations  of city leaders in this volatile  

period. Although Zoilos  was a freedman, this was not something  the frieze cared to dwell on. 

In the language of the marbles, Zoilos was not an ex-slave but the star of a brilliant career as a 

soldier, an ambassador,  an Aphrodisian, and a Roman. 

Bert Smith is Professor of Classical Archaeology at Oxford and works on Greek and Roman art. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


